
of respondents* expect their
organization to either begin or
increase their use of big data

over the next three years.

Evidence-BasedCaseThe for HR
CEOs across the globe are grappling with issues from talent acquisition and retention to the need for greater employee productivity.A

Technology is available to access data from many sources and provide predictive insights that can drive business goals.
HR has a massive opportunity to drive significant business value...and be seen to do so.
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How does

Evidence-Based HR?What is
Evidence-based HR uses data, analysis and research to understand the connection between people management practices

and business outcomes such as profitability, customer satisfaction and quality.
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How  can I
implement it

successfully?

Get comfortable with data.
Move beyond basic HR KPIs to data that can deliver 
predictive insights about the role of people in your 
business. To do this well, data scientists may be 
required to work within the HR function.

Hone your industry knowledge.
HR is not generic, nor is it industry agnostic. You must 
apply what you know from an HR perspective to your 
industry and the specific needs of your company. 
You’ll need to know how to frame the questions that 
will direct and focus your analytical efforts.

Change the HR structure.
HR should be reconfigured so that HR and 
management work together within an operating model 
that promotes evidence-based people management.
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are required?What skills
Persuasive: Aware of the importance of visualization of data analysis in order 
to lead the viewer to the required decisions. Able to tell a story with data 
using facts, opinion, anecdote and metaphor. Makes the analysis come to life. 

Questioning: Able to frame hypotheses with business leaders. Doesn’t need 
to be a data scientist, but will want access to someone with those skills.

Systems Thinker: Capable of understanding how people drive value in the 
organization can distinguish cause from effect, as well as able to interpret the 
downstream consequences of past, present and future interventions.

Creativity: Ability to look at a problem in a variety of ways including 
visualization. Understanding that answers exist outside of basic metrics. 
Being able to identify hidden internal/external variables impacting people and 
the organization. Asking questions outside the normal realm.

Learn more about evidence-based 
HR and how it can put your 
organization ahead at 
www.kpmg.com/harryross.What now?

Continuously leverage an 
evidence-based HR approach.
To bridge the 'knowing-doing' gap 
we will reconsider our HR Operating 
Model to take account of evidence 
based practices. 

Leverage the insight into 
business decisions.
We may run a pilot to test our 
conclusions before going 
organization-wide.

Validate the data and findings 
with internal and external 
sources. If it’s good, move on.
If not, go back to step 2.
Senior leaders in HR, customer 
engagement and branch will work 
together to test the hypothesis.

Analyze the data:
what is it telling you?
Think about the best 
visualization of the analysis so 
that leaders understand the 
implications of the analysis in 
an engaging way.

Understand your
data: identify what
you have and need.

Identify what you have and need. 
We have HR and workforce data; 

we need financial performance 
and customer data.

Develop your hypothesis. 
There may be a link between the types 
of employee in a branch and its overall 

performance. HR and senior line 
leaders work together to formulate 

hypotheses worth testing.

Identify a
business challenge. 
A retail bank wants to

improve branch performance.

82%

* Source – Economist Intelligence Unit Study, commissioned by KPMG International: Evidence-Based HR: The Bridge Between your People and Delivering Business Strategy, 2015
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